
Eastern Canadian Organic Seed Growers Network (ECOSGN)
and Seeds of Diversity Canada (SoDC) present:

No farmer or gardener will deny that starting with good quality seed is an essential step towards a
successful harvest.  As the local and organic food movement in Atlantic Canada grows, the search for
organic seed by gardeners, homesteaders, small and commercial farms grows as well.  However, the
supply of good quality organic seed from local producers in Eastern Canada is dwarfed by demand.

This 1-1/2 day seminar will address the production techniques, marketing resources, regulations,
and economics of growing organic seed on a market scale.  Meet your fellow organic seed growers
and resource people to further build the growing Eastern Canadian Organic Seed Growers Network in
Atlantic Canada.  Get growing and take your seed saving to the next level!

This weekend targets growers of all levels of experience and skill, however it is most relevant to those
folks who:

 Have experience growing food and/or seeds;
 Are considering diversifying their organic farm or garden income with seed crops;
 Are interested in developing skills to improve the quality and quantity of the seed they save;
 Want to connect with other seed growers and resource people in Atlantic and Eastern Canada.

At the end of this 1-_ day seminar, you will be able to answer:
 What organic seed crops are successful in our Maritime climate?
 What techniques can be used for small-to-mid size organic seed production?
 What rules and regs should I be aware of as a seed vendor/grower?
 Who are the organic seed growers, seed companies and resource people in Atlantic Canada?

Where:  Coastal Inn Champlain, 502 Kennedy St., Moncton  www.coastalinns.com/moncton.php
When:    Saturday, October 23 (9 am – 5 pm) and Sunday, October 24 (8:30 am – 12 pm)
Cost: $45 for weekend (includes lunch on Saturday).
Accommodation:  ECOSGN has reserved rooms at the Coastal Inn at a reduced rate of $89/double
(two double beds) and includes continental breakfast.  ECOSGN can help pair up participants traveling
alone if requested.  Make your reservation by calling: 1-800-561-3939 or 506-857-9686 and stating
that you’re with the Eastern Canadian Organic Seed Growers Network.

The Seeds of Diversity Canada AGM will be held in Fredericton at the Charlotte
Street Arts Centre Oct 24th at 3 pm following this symposium.  Visit www.seeds.ca

For more information, please contact:
Andrea Berry: hopeseed@xplornet.com  ph:506-375-6934  Or visit: www.seeds.ca/ecosgn

ECOSGN Mission Statement:
To foster a community of seed growers and seed sellers who can protect and enhance an economically
viable and ecologically sustainable organic seed supply for Eastern Canada. We strive to do this
through education, shared resources, research and a united political voice.
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Symposium Schedule

DAY ONE:  Saturday October 23, 2010

9:00 - 9:30   Course Registration

9:30 - 9:45   Welcome and Introduction

9:45 - 11:15   Seed Growing Basics (Andrea Berry, Hope Seeds)
Further your understanding of seed growing biology – the fundamentals of cross-pollination, isolation
distances, strong genetics, and plant life cycles.  This session will also discuss the adaptability of
different seed crops to a Canadian Maritime climate. Information presented will draw from multiple
sources including the Organic Seed Alliance Short-Course given by ECOSGN in Ottawa and Montreal
in 2009.

11:15 - 11:30   Break

11:30 - 12:30  Seed Borne Disease: What to Look For in Your Seed Crops (Kelvin Lynch,
NBDAA)
Seed crops are at a higher risk of disease and pest pressure simply because they’re often in the field
much longer than fresh market crops.  No one wants to pass on a crop failure (or worse!) through
diseased seed, so best to be prepared.  Kelvin Lynch, IPM Specialist with NB Dept of Agriculture will
walk us through some of the seed-borne diseases of common crops, and discuss control options for
organic seed growers.

12:30 - 1:30   Lunch (included with registration)

1:30 - 2:00   SoDC’s Latest Projects (Bob Wildfong, Seeds of Diversity Canada)
An introduction to SoDC’s newest community-based conservation projects and seed catalogue index.
The Seed Library is an excellent support tool to keep rare, heirloom and heritage seeds available
through cataloguing, storage and regular grow-outs.  The catalogue index is an important tool for seed
seekers, and of benefit to seed companies carrying rare varieties.

2:00 - 3:15   Seed Grower-To-Grower Circle
We’ll start this session by creating our list of “hot topics” for discussion – throw anything seedy out
there!  From specific crop production queries to plant breeding, field trials, sourcing stock seed,
equipment and cleaning, quality testing and more.  Our circle will have many of the “seediest” people
in Eastern Canada in the room to share ideas, experience, tips and tricks from seed to seed.

3:15 - 3:30  Break

3:30 - 4:45   Seed Grower-To-Grower Circle - continued

4:45 - 5:00   Wrap Up Day One
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Symposium Schedule

DAY TWO:  Sunday October 24, 2010

8:30 - 10:30   The Economics of Adding Seed to Your Farm (Daniel Brisebois, Tourne-Sol
Cooperative Farm)
Explore the profitability of growing seed and take a look at the numbers when it comes to making seed
crops work for the bottom line. This session will compare seed crops with other market vegetable
crops.

10:30 - 10:45   Break

10:45 - 11:30   Doing it By-the-Book  (Ryan Ring, CFIA)
Growing seed for sale (whether retail or wholesale) means there are a few basic rules and regulations
of which you need to be aware.  Ryan Ring will spell it out for us.  It’s easier to follow than you think!

11:30 - 12:30   Wrap Up Day 2:  Where Do We Go From Here? (Andrea Berry, Hope Seeds)
Roundtable discussion recapping the key points from the weekend and creating direction for the
Eastern Canadian Organic Seed Network in the Maritimes.

The Seeds of Diversity Canada AGM will be held in Fredericton at the Charlotte
Street Arts Centre Oct 24th at 3 pm following this symposium.  Visit www.seeds.ca

Speaker Bios:

Andrea Berry is the owner of Hope Seeds in Knowlesville, NB.  She is experienced in the trials and
tribulations of growing organic seed crops in short-season climates, working with contract growers,
and retailing seed across North America.  Andrea is on the steering committee of ECOSGN.

Daniel Brisebois is part of la ferme cooperative Tourne-Sol in Les Cèdres, QC.  Tourne-Sol integrates
seed production with vegetable production. Daniel is co-author of Crop Planning for the Organic
Vegetable Grower and is President of Canadian Organic Growers.

Kelvin Lynch is the IPM Specialist/Pesticide Minor Use Coordinator with the New Brunswick
Department of Agriculture and Aquaculture.  He has been with the department since 1981 working in
extension pathology.

Ryan Ring is the Fertilizer, Seed, and Plant Biosafety Program Specialist for Atlantic Canada with the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA). Ryan spent 6 years in Ottawa developing regulations,
policies and inspection programs for the Fertilizer Program of the CFIA. In 2007, Ryan moved to
Moncton and began working with the Seed and Plant Biosafety Programs.

Bob Wildfong is Executive Director of Seeds of Diversity Canada.  He brought the idea of the Seed
Library to fruition with the support of SoDC staff, board and funders, and is now bringing it to life
through the preservation of many rare and endangered seed varieties.
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*Registration Form

First Name:___________________________  Last Name:____________________________________

Farm Name:________________________________________________________________________

Address:___________________________________________________________________________

City/Town:__________________________  Province:____________  Postal code:________________

Telephone: (_____)_________________  E-mail:__________________________________________

Dietary Restrictions (check those that apply): _ Vegetarian     _ Gluten-Free     _ Diabetic     _ N/A

*Registration includes all seminars and lunch on Saturday.  Lunch for participants is guaranteed only
if this form is received by October 20th, 2010.  Please include $45 registration fee, cheque payable to

“Seeds of Diversity Canada”, and mail to:

Andrea Berry / ECOSGN
P.O. Box 130, Glassville, NB, E7L 4T4

e-mail: hopeseed@xplornet.com     phone: 506-375-6934     fax: 506-375-8502

Please share a brief bio about you and seed-related experience.  Feel free to include questions or
topics that you would like to learn more about.  This info will be compiled into a participant list and
handed out at the beginning of the weekend.

Seed crops of interest to me:

Can we share your contact info on the participant list?  _ YES     _ NO


